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ECOLOGICAL LANDSCAPE PLANNING



IDENTITY IN THE AGE OF GLOBAL NETWORKS



NOT EXPORTING DESIGN 
BUT EXPLORING LANDSCAPES 

SHOULD BE THE MOTTO 
OF SOMEONE WORKING ALL OVER THE WORLD 

AS A LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT



CURRENT PRACTICE 
NEGLECTS 

AN ESSENTIAL 
FUNDAMENTAL OF 

LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTURE: 

THE UNDERSTANDING OF 
SPACE



System analysisSystem analysis
Responsible use of soil and regional development

Analysis
Conflicts System

Specific locations Key directions

Specific solutions



System of responsible useSystem of responsible use

Locality Rapid, unpredictable 
changes

Diversity Flexibility

Multifunctionality

Long term use
Constant regeneration

Mobility
„Traditional” economy



Landscape conflict analysisLandscape conflict analysis
Ecological, Functional, Visual conflicts
1. Overuse of natural sources by tourism
2. Degradated storage building
3. Military camp
4. Urban sprawl
5. Too much soil sealing
6. Uncontrolled urban sprawl
7. Unrecultivated waste deposal
8. Intensive, homogeneous agriculture, few 

wind protection edges



Landscape conflict analysisLandscape conflict analysis
Ecological, Functional, Visual conflicts

9. Gravel pit
10.Gate of town
11.Improper use of land
12.Improper management of soil
13.Devastation of traditional landscape
14.Sand mining site



Suggestions forSuggestions for a a better better 
ecological stateecological state



The two existing trails show lots of nice sights but
they do not present the treasures created in the 
agricultural land.

We suggest a third bicycle route that goes through 
the fields and displays the values of the cultivated 
land.

The old cellars remind visitors of the wine-
producing traditions and they can feel that the roots 
connecting people to the land and its soil are as 
deep as the wine-roots.

Suggestion for new bicycle path



Shown values:

Old cellars of the Kellergasse

Ruine Tabor



Beautiful
street-view of 
the 
Kalvarienberg-
straße

Teichbach, 
Unused sand 
pit



Unused gravel pit



The gravel pit is not used any more for mining and 
there are no signs of recultivation. The site is 
abandoned and it is quite difficult to inhibit illegal 
waste disposal.

In order to prevent other not wanted use of the area 
we suggest that the site be partly afforested with 
various native deciduous woody species and another 
function (recreation and tourism) be found for it.

Suggestion for recultivating the gravel pit



In summer an environmental education path can 
give information about facts materials and 
equipment of gravel mining. 
The purpose of the education path is to realise in 
the visitors how deep impact man has made on the 
earth by mining and using its raw energy resources 
like stone and soil. 



On one of the plateaus a resting place with rain-
protection wooden shed and open-air fireplace can be 
created.



In snowy winters the steeper slopes of the pit can be 
used as sleigh-courses. One of the slopes is the old 
truck transportation trail, the terrain of the other slope 
has to be levelled.



A shifting or division of commercial use is 
noticeable from the town centre to the Hirschfeld-
motorway junction area. The ecologically 
responsible way would be to encourage customers 
to buy local products from the local retailers.

The great effect of the commercial buildings should 
be decreased by some screening. Probably large 
trading chains can be influenced positively for the 
planting of trees in front of the buildings but the 
screening of the back of the sites must be done.

Integration of the commercial buildings
into the landscape



Industrial buildings and their accessories have 
characteristic shape and artificial look that does not 
fit in the mild forms of the Parndorfer-plateau 
landscape. They disturb the view and cause its 
aesthetical degradation.
The screening of the area should be carried out 
from the northwest with tree alleys.



At the entrance of the motorway in the two triangles 
extensive-maintenance planting compositions can 
be set that eases the rigidness of the linear 
construction and invite people to the city.



Not only the accumulating plastic shopping bags 
pollute the view but the soulless boxes of buildings, 
too.



In order to avoid originating of huge sealed surface 
in the future development area it has to be divided 
into two, by a 40 meters wide and approximately 1 
km long green strip. The strip should be planted out 
like an average agricultural tree-border (habitat for 
numerous creatures, serves as wind-protection and 
helps to cover the view of the shopping buildings).



It would be advisable to join the sand pit into the 
sights of interest of the area as with the mining – in 
this case – important values were created. It is 
possible to connect the pit into the future bicycle 
track because an asphalt way leads by the site.

The sand and earth forms present well the large 
variability of geological structures while the 
cooperation of weather and the earth material show 
the diverse erosion and accumulation types. The 
sand as habitat can also be displayed.

Suggestion for presentation of the sand pit



Sand forms. 14-04-2005



Sand forms. 14-04-2005



Sand clock. 14-04-2005



Sandy habitats. 14-04-2005



The Wiener Strasse is a strategic area of the city 
from the tourism point of view. This is the main 
entrance point where most visitors come through.

Some sort of gate can be set up here. The gate does 
not have to be look like a real gate but more like a 
series of elements that invite visitors to Neusiedl am 
See and express important features of the city. We 
suggest that the gate elements be lined up in this 
green strip .

The elements are playful kinetic sculptures that 
embody the fresh air and the wind, express the 
closeness of the lake and symbolize recreation
features of Neusiedl am See. 

Suggestion for the Wiener Strasse



The Wiener Strasse as it is now.



The purpose of using such objects is to express the 
happiness of holiday and leisure time activities spent 
in a natural environment, in a city that respects
ecological balance equally good for the ecosystem as
for the people and is close to nature.



BEFORE 

AFTER 



CHERRY STREET 



MULTIFUNCTIONALITY = New wine in old bottles

Neusiedl



HOTEL



CONCLUSION

Robert Kennedy:
״.Only those who dare to fail greatly can ever achieve greatly״


